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Corrigenda
I am grateful to Jim Funderburk, Stephen Rhodes, and Herman Tull for bringing errors to my
attention. If you notice errors not in this list, please email me with "Ramopakhyana" in the
subject line. Corrections here include all corrections to the text received in Eudora 16 Jan 2004
to 3 Nov. 2006 and in MacMail 30 Oct 2006 - 30 Mar 2009.

Introduction
1. p. 3, change "cluminating" to "culminating".
2. In Intro sec. IIA (p. 29), Change "chapters 267-276" to "chapters 257-276."
3. In Preface, Development, paragraph 2 change ‚ÄòI‚Äô to ‚Äòme‚Äô in ‚Äúcompiled by
George Cardona, Elliot Stern, and I‚Äù.
4. Note for me: Add mention of the fact that I list the adjectival stem in the glossary and provide
no indication of the feminine suffix to be added to derive the inflectional stem. Or add such
an indication for each. Where adjectives have a feminine affix, list: d„pt‡k˘a, -„, with
explanation in the grammatical introduction that the feminine suffix occurs after the comma?

Text
5. p. 78, 3.257.5, prose: Add sentence 6 (and renumber sentence 6 to 7): anÁtam stainyam ˜uciß
puru˘am na saßspÁ˜et .6.
6. p. 78, 3.257.5, grammar notes: Add note: ˜uciß stainyamiv‡nÁtam: Suplete the sentence as
follows: "as an underserved theft (would not touch na saßspÁ˜et) a pure man."
7. p. 78, 3.257.5, English: Add a comma after "wife".
8. p. 116, 3.259.6, text and Roman: Change au to o in lokap‡laupam‡n.
9. p. 121, 3.259.10, glossary, column 1: Change gr„v‡ıi to gr„v‡˛ since gr„va is masculine
10. p. 124, 3.259.13, grammar Â˘u˛: Change "3sa prf" to "3pa prf"
11. p. 125, 3.259.14, grammar dadÁ˜u˛: Change "3sa prf" to "3pa prf"
12. p. 128, 3.259.17, grammar notes: Add at beginning of notes: "The 3sa ipf form h‡rayat with
preverbs abhi ava, as read in the critical edition, omits the initial augment in the imperfect.
Augment omission is not uncommon in the MBh.; cf. vrajan (3pa ipf) in MBh. 1.55.20b te
vir‡ ekacakr‡ß vrajaßs tad‡.
13. p. 130, 3.259.19, prose, sentence 1: Change

asevete and ar=ete to asevet;m( (3dm ipf)

ar=t;m(

and
(3da ipf).
14. p. 131, 3.259.20, English: Change "ten-necked" to "ten-headed".
15. p. 135, 3.259.23, glossary, column 1, sarva: Change "whole, entire" to "all, whole".
16. p. 140, 3.259.26, prose, sentence 2: Change

ak°tRyt( to ak°tRys( [AnSan:

ak°tRy"].
buÆ?/r( bu…ır(

17. p. 147, 3.259.31, prose, sentence 8: Change
to
.
18. p. 149, 3.259.32, Devanagari, line 2: Restore ˜ in laÔk‡y‡˜cy‡vay‡m‡sa.
19. p. 149, 3.259.32, grammar, line 3, 1st word: Change "f6s" to "f5s".
20. p. 156, 3.259.38, text, Roman, analyzed sandhi, grammar notes: Change abhya˘i§cat to
abhya˘i§can, and in grammar change "3sa ipf" to "3pa ipf".

21. p. 156, 3.259.38, grammar notes: Add after 'occurs' and before "according to..." the
following: "even if the augment a intervenes between a preverb-final vowel conditioning
retroflection and root-initial s".

a sm;agCzn(

22. p. 156, 3.259.38, prose, sentence 3: Delete utterance-initial
in
.
23. p. 157, 3.259.39, grammar notes: Add "k‡marÂpin: The ¯abdakalpadruma glosses the
derivate k‡mena svecchay‡ rÂpaß dh‡ryatvena asty asya ini˛.
24. [It never occurs in MBh. just as is; always: k‡marÂpadhara, k‡marÂpabaladhara, etc. and with
-in, -vat (matup)]
25. p. 158, 3.259.40, grammar notes: Add: "‡dadhat: the prap of a reduplicated root does not add
penultimate n, by P‡. 7.1.78 n‡bhyast‡cchatu˛.

s"0

26. p. 161, 3.260.2, prose, sentence 4: add ".4." after
. grammar notes: after Read with
verse 3, "The ellipsis in prose sentence 3 is continued in 260.3, prose sentence 2."

ingOhItum( ing[hItum(

27. p. 164, 3.260.4, prose, sentence 5: Change
to
.
28. p. 169, 3.260.8, grammar notes: Add just after "avatartum:" The infinitive omits the augment
i from taritum in exception to P‡. 7.2.35 and its optional lengthening in tar„tum by 7.2.38.
29. p. 175, 3.260.13, column 1, under n‡g‡yutasamapr‡ıa, in the compound gloss, change
n‡g‡yutsam‡˛ to n‡g‡yutasam‡˛.
30. p. 179, 3.261.1, text, Roman: Change "S" to "C" in brahma§˜rotum. (throughout: revised
standard sandhi)
31. p. 184, 3.261.4, glossary, column 2, p‡raga: Change "(loc.)" to "(loc./gen.)".
32. p. 190, 3.261.10, glossary, column 1, p‡raga: Change "(loc.)" to "(loc./gen.)".
33. p. 193, 3.261.13, grammar notes: Change pritim to pr„tim.
34. p. 194, 3.261.13, grammar notes: Append "kurunandana: Although the sons of DhÁtar‡˘Òra
are often called Kurus in contrast to the sons of P‡ıÛu, any descendent of kuru, who is the
ancestor of both, is properly so termed. Likewise the term 'delighter of Kuru' is a suitable
epithet for Yudhi˘Òhira.
35. p. 196, 3.261.15, grammar saßbhriyant‡m: Change "3sp ipv" to "3pp ipv".
36. p. 196, 3.261.15, grammar me: Change "m/f/n6s" to "m/f/n4s". In English add "for me" after
"collected".
37. p. 221, 3.261.38, glossary, visarjita: Change "ppp" to "ppp c".
38. p. 230, 3.261.47, prose, sentence 4: Change

am'Syt.

n;vm'Syt to n;v;m'Syt < n av

39. p. 231, 3.261.48, analyzed sandhi, line 2, and in the grammar notes: Change ‡d‡ya to ‡dh‡ya.
40. p. 233, 3.261.50, grammar notes: Add "dahyat: prap derived as from a class 4 root."
41. p. 243, 3.262.4, grammar notes: Change " mixes two types of constuctions which occur with
verbs of knowing in a single clause" to ": Two types of constructions occur with verbs of
knowing." Change "prose sentence 3" to "prose sentence 4" and "prose sentence 4" to "prose
sentence 3", and add, "Either the two are mixed, or the latter is used with ellipsis of tat within
the iti clause and an added tat referring to the clause, "Know that, '(It is) done'".
42. p. 265, 3.262.24, grammar notes: Add, "bh„ru fvs of the substantive bh„rÂ 'timid (lady)'
derived from bh„ru + Â by extension of P‡. 4.1.66).
43. p. 266, 3.262.25, text and Roman: Change uktv‡ to ukt‡.
44. p. 267, 3.262.26, grammar notes: Append: "The second line mixes a condition with a relative
clause construction. Literally translate, "would not occur" for "does not exist". bhavet
appears in the optative because it is the apodosis of the presumed condition implied by the
relative clause. Prose sentence 3 paraphrases the future less vivid condition implied;
sentence 4 paraphrases the relative clause without the conditional tense."

45. p. 267, 3.262.26, prose, insert after sentence 2 before sentence 3 (and renumber the latter to
5): yadi tvam matpr‡ptik‡lam hÁd‡ pr‡rthayet, na e˘a˛ kala˛ bhavet.3. yam matpr‡ptik‡lam
pr‡rthayase, na e˘a˛ bhavi˘yati.4.
46. p. 293, 3.263.6, glossary and English: Change "slain" to "struck down".
47. p. 302, 3.263.15, English: Change "the slain mountain-like vulture" to "the mountain-like
vulture struck down."
48. p. 307, 3.263.26, grammar notes: Change "grammar notes derive" to "glossary derives".
49. p. 315, 3.263.26, grammar notes: Insert "vi˘‡dam agamat: " before "Sanskrit often uses".
50. p. 318, 3.263.29, glossary, kosal‡gata: Change gata to ‡gata, and gam to ‡ gam.
51. p. 321, 3.263.32, text, Roman, analyzed sandhi, prose sentence 3: Change chindhi to
chinddhi.
52. p. 324, 3.263.35, grammar notes: Insert "abhy‡hanat: derived as from a class 1 root.
53. p. 326, 3.263.37, grammar notes: After 'Which this ...to me?', insert, ", and could be rendered,
"What is this strange wonderful thing that appears to me?"

b[(˜,Sy b[;˜,Sy

54. p. 327, 3.263.38, prose, sentence 2: Change
to
[corrected].
55. p. 340, 3.264.6, grammar notes: Add "sam‡˜vasa: derived as from a class 1 root.
56. p. 344, 3.264.10, grammar notes: Add "pre˘ay‡m: The final a of a preverb and the initial e or
o of a root is replaced by the latter sound alone by P‡. 6.1.94. Alternatively, the form is
derivable from the root pre˘ in cluded in the P‡ıinian root list (pre˘Á gatau MDhV 1.400).

…sg[IvSy sug[IvSy

57. p. 350, 3.264.16, prose, sentence 2: Change
to
.
58. p. 372, 3.264.37, analyzed sandhi and glossary, column 1: Change bhinnamarm‡bihhata to
bhinnamarm‡bhihata.
59. p. 375, 3.264.40, analyzed sandhi/grammar: add after pÁ˘Òhe: m‡lyavata˛ m6s.
60. p. 376, 3.264.41, text, Roman, analzyzed sandhi, glossary column 2, prose sentence 5:
Change nandanaupame to nandanopame.
61. p. 383, 3.264.45, grammar, line 1: change "f1s" to "f1p" under et‡˛ and under any‡˛.
62. p. 383, 3.264.45, grammar, line 2: change "3pa pre" to "3pm pre".
63. p. 383, 3.264.45, glossary column 1 main entry, and English: Delete 'is', i.e. Change "having
hair is as thick" to "having hair as thick".
64. p. 383, 3.264.45, glossary, column 1 d„pt‡k˘a last line: Change 4.1.44 to 4.1.41.
65. p. 400, 3.264.61, glossary, column 1, svapna: Change "sleep" to "sleep, dream".
66. p. 410, 3.264.70, grammar notes: Add "rudhir‡rdr‡Ôga: The feminine suffix -„ (Ô„˘) occurs in
accordance with the K‡. comment [363] aÔgag‡trakaıÒhebhya iti vaktavyam on P‡. 4.1.54.
67. p. 417, 3.265.4, glossary, column 2 vasanta: Change "n" to "noun".
68. p. 432, 3.265.18, grammar notes: Add note: abhivar˘at„: regularly abhivar˘ant„; prap of
classes 1, 4, and 10 obligatorily has penultimate n by P‡. 7.1.81 ˜ap˜yanor nityam.
69. p. 439, 3.265.24, grammar notes: Add: "pr‡rudat is conjugated as a class 6 root."
70. p. 440, 3.265.25, glossary, column 2, snigdha: Add "unctuous, " before "affectionate".
71. p. 442, 3.265.27, prose, sentence 3: Change samai˘yat to samai˘ye.
72. p. 443, 3.265.28, grammar notes: Change jartum to kartum.
73. p. 444, 3.265.29, grammar notes: Add "anindy‡Ôga: The feminine suffix -„ (Ô„˘) occurs in
accordance with the K‡. comment [363] aÔgag‡trakaıÒhebhya iti vaktavyam on P‡. 4.1.54 as
in ruDirArdrANga in 264.70.
74. p. 454, 3.266.9, English translation: "I think he does not understand the fulfillment of an
agreement, surely because he despises me since I have provided him assistance."
75. p, 455, 3.266.10, inflection, line 1: change "3sm prf" to "3sm pre".
76. p. 459, 3.266.13, glossary: There's a column formatting error. Vocabulary for the third line
appears in both columns below a horizontal line to be drawn at pÂj‡ accross both columns.
The top of column two continues vin„t‡tman in the first column. Second column pr„
continues first column pr„yam‡na.

77. p. 462, 3.266.15, grammar notes: Add note "Aha: According to P‡. 3.4.84 bruva˛
pa§c‡n‡m‡dita ‡ho bruva˛, 3rd person and second person sg. and du. active perfect verbal
terminations occur in present time for this verb, and the root brÂ is replaced by ‡h;
contemporary grammars account for the facts by explaining that there is a defective verb ah
used in the perfect with present sense.
78. p. 468, 3.266.21, glossary, column 2, udaya: the lexid should be 'noun' rather than 'm'.
79. p. 470, 3.266.23, inflection, line 1: change the first item '3sa' to '3pa'.
80. p. 633, 3.269.14, glossary, column 1, vi vyath: Delete vi and root sign, i.e. change to vyath.
81. p. 640, 3.270.7, prose, sentence 2: Change

nyRy* to inyRy*.

Additions to Abbreviations
82. MDhV
Shastri, Dwarikadas, ed. 1983. The M‡dhav„y‡ Dh‡tuvÁitti [A treatise on Sanskrit
roots based on the Dh‡tup‡Òha of P‡ıini] by S‡yaı‡c‡rya. 2nd. ed. Kamachha, Varanasi: Tara
Book Agency.
Two corrections to audio and reader flagged.

Audio
83. p. 137, 3.259.24: Jim Funderburk hears no na in p‡da a. I hear na both in the 1st and 4th
p‡das but no ca in the fourth p‡da. Sounds like vijet‡si instead of vijet‡ ca na.
84. p. 189, 3.261.009 mahoraskam: the audio is misread as manoraskam.

Illegible Devanagari (but correct data)
85. p. 217, 3.261.34, verse, p‡da c: dBr

Devanagari transcription error?
86. p. 307, 3.263.20, text: The anusv‡ra in k‡ß is positioned too far left.
87. p. 400, 3.264.61, prose, sentence 3, 4: Delete vir‡ma and use open y in

…vnõ≠+yit.

